
BEYOND “ONE SIZE FITS ALL” PPE

For years, most women in the utility and electrical industries have had to
shop for their protective apparel in the men’s section, a frustrating search 
that usually results in ill-fitting personal protective equipment (PPE). Given the
growing numbers of women in these industries, this problem is only getting worse—
and more dangerous. In a study conducted recently by Westex®: A Milliken Brand, 
three in four survey participants believed the number of women who wear FR
will increase in the coming years. As more women take on electrical and utility 
jobs, the need for women’s PPE will continue to grow. Unfortunately, PPE has
almost exclusively focused on men, not only alienating women professionals,
but also significantly compromising their access to critical safety equipment. 

A one-size-fits-all mentality and a historic lack of women’s PPE options 
increases risk in already hazardous fields. By wearing ill-fitting PPE designed 
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specifically for men, women do not receive the same protection from their 
garments. Flame-resistant and arc-rated (FR/AR) garments that are too tight 
or too loose may expose the wearer to arc flashes up to 35,000°F, resulting 
in potentially life-altering burn injuries.

In today’s work environments, women need access to the same level of PPE
performance as men, without sacrificing fit, style and comfort. Outfitting 
women with properly-designed garments and Westex® brand fabrics not only
provides optimal protection, but also supports a more inclusive, welcoming 
workplace. When a potential employee knows that the clothing required 
for a new role will not fit her correctly, she may be less likely to accept the 
position. The availability of women-specific FR/AR garments broadens the 
spectrum of gear and professionals who can rely on it for their safety.

Beyond just convenient features, elements like well-applied stretch, carefully
placed stitching and intentional pocket design add significant value to already
critical decisions like fabric choice. Fabric is the single most important aspect 
of a garment when it comes to FR/AR protection, so specifying Westex FR/AR
fabrics is crucial to ensuring workers’ safety. Considerations about body types
and physical needs ensure those fabrics are translated into comfortable, 
well-fitting protective garments for all professionals.

More than “just another shirt,” women-specific PPE delivers more than just 
proper fit, comfort, mobility and safety, it also demonstrates that women can
finally expect more from their PPE and their industry.

PPE manufacturing has come a long way since the first protective fabrics
were engineered, but there is still substantial work to be done. Garment and
fabric manufacturers, as well as safety managers and distributors, must 
continue to collaborate to address the needs of women in the industry. Focused 
on more deliberate designs and more inclusive specifications, product ranges
and protective collections can finally reflect the women who are changing 
the face of the most dangerous industries in the world.

“As more 
women take 
on electrical 
and utility jobs, 
the need for 
women’s PPE 
will continue 
to grow.”



Please Note: As each customer’s use of our product may be different, information we provide, including without limitation, test results, recommendations, samples, care/labeling/processing instructions or marketing advice, is provided in good 

faith but without warranty and without accepting any responsibility/liability. Any test results reported are based on standard laboratory testing but should not be used to predict performance in actual fire situations. Each customer must test and 

be responsible for their own specific use, further processing, labeling, marketing, etc. All sales are exclusively subject to our standard terms of sale posted at milliken.com/terms (all additional/different terms are rejected) unless explicitly agreed 

otherwise in a signed writing. Use caution near sources of flame or intense heat, and follow the care instructions—do not launder with bleach or fabric softeners. Any FR lifetime guarantees are subject to the limitations and conditions in the forgoing 

terms of sale and care instructions. Milliken and Westex are registered trademarks of Milliken & Company. 

ABOUT WESTEX®: A MILLIKEN BRAND

Westex® creates flame-resistant and arc-rated (FR/AR) textiles recognized for 
unmatched quality, comfort and proven performance. With a legacy dating 
back to 1941, our life-saving materials and technologies are the trusted last 
line of defense for hardworking men and women across the utility, oil and gas, 
electrical maintenance and metals industries.

For more information, visit westex.com.

This article originally appeared in Occupational Health & Safety Magazine.
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